2017-04-13 Metadata Management Meeting Notes
Date
13 Apr 2017
6:00pm UTC+01
5:00pm UTC±00
12:00pm UTC-05
11:00am UTC-06
9:00am UTC-08
Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://zoom.us/j/527543204
Or iPhone one-tap (US Toll): +14086380968,527543204# or +16465588656,527543204#
Or Telephone:
Dial: +1 408 638 0968 (US Toll) or +1 646 558 8656 (US Toll)
Meeting ID: 527 543 204
International numbers available: https://zoom.us/zoomconference?m=wlKTP6sl9WN0ILU5cnt3e_xXY2p_bVgU
Missed a meeting? Recordings can be found at: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7G8S7WF6N20YUM4My1oRTIxSHM
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Dracine Hodges
Meeting is being recorded. A link to the recording will be made available here.
Resolution for previous week's heads up regarding a request from ALCTS
Continuing Resources Section to present on FOLIO planning for BIBFrame and
Holdings information. Kristen Wilson (Resource Mgmt SIG) will engage the group
using a related ER&L presentation.
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Vince Bareau (EBSCO),
Marc Johnson (Knowledge
Integration), Ian Ibbotson
(Knowledge Integration)

Diagram's High Level Goals: (The notes that I was taking did not get saved. I had
to log in again, so this first section is sparse. I'll go in and watch the recording when
it is available and provide more detail.)
Reconciliation of information
Referential model of using data
Demonstrates the idea of not duplicating efforts.
FOLIO Codex Domain
Contributions to FOLIO Codex will be made dynamically through APIs so
information is always up to date.
Vince clarified that this is not a federated search approach. Even though the
FOLIO Codex is not where the searching will be happening, Vince stated that
we are first establishing a controlled vocabulary. Therefore reconciliation will
happen in essence locally, before the search is indexed.
Circle represents a gate. If some other system is being used to represent a portion
of your collection. We don't want to copy the data over if we don't have to. Example:
If library has access to 12,000 journals, 300 identified that are high use, can be
entered into the Folio Codex.
Folio Codex Domain Details
Labeling is similar, but not the same as bib frame.
Instance represents the resource itself. The descriptive metadata is specific to
the resource itself, regardless of how it is access, or the rules.
Holding - Describes the relations that institution has with the instance, for
example coverage, or rules like embargos
Location - This could be coordinates for a physical item or contain an URI. It's
a location object so it can be used to describe a number of properties, for
example platform information
Lynn - Why is location connected to Instance instead of Holding? Vince There may be multiple locations associated with an Instance. At the highest
level of user experience, consumption is most important.
Customization allowed of selected fields.
Inventory Domain
This is there to serve same purposes as cataloging. This is shown on the right
side of the diagram. This is about local resources, local information and
notation. Physical instance. These records will originate from source records
(often MARC). Reconciliation of multiple, possibly conflicting authorities.
Questions
Lynn asked for clarification on the inventory. Is there a distinction between the
"library cataloging" and "inventory"? Vince will probably change labeling in
Inventory box from "Physical" to "Local". It can be used to describe an
electronic resource.
What about instances where we can refer entitlement to local records?
Example: Streaming video... Vince - Assumes these are controlled by a third
party that delivers a service. Entitlement - What are you entitled to
Jacquie - Is there a possibility of making a connection that goes from
Entitlement/Holding to Physical Instance box?
Could we use a referential model for our print resources? - Vince - "Yes"
Anne - Question about definition of "Inventory" - Is "classification" in the sense
of call number, or is that word being used to describe forming things into
categories? Vince - there will be support for a number of taxonomies and that
will contribute toward the inventory.

Doreen asked if we should continue the discussion offline? Could Vince attend next
week? Vince is happy to attend again, receive feedback. This is a proposed model.

Use the Discuss Forum, Re
source Management Data
Domains Diagram, to further
this discussion about the
data model.

